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Lasting appeal of Merry Widow
While Witham Amateur Operatic Society continues to
present shows of the quality of last week's production
of Franz Lehar's Merry Widow they will continue to
play to full houses.
During the overture, silent action took place on stage
behind a gauze drop. Had this not been the case, the
show would have opened to applause for the colourful
set and costumes.
Jerry Martin, the musical director, worked his
orchestra well. They were always in sympathy with
the excellent vocalists.
Cynthia Stead handled the movement of her large cast
skilfully. The stage movement and choreography
added to the pleasure of the audience. As Anna, the
Merry Widow, Alison Brewer was outstanding. Her
ability to articulate clearly ensured that all her words
were clear as her voice rang through the auditorium.
She was well matched by Nicholas Clough as Danilo,
an attache at the. Pontevedrian Embassy in Paris who
is instructed to court her for her riches. He has a natural presence on stage and played the roue with ease, his
voice blending well with that of his leading lady.
The other romance which dominated the plot involved David Holman as Camille and Valerie Ditchman as
Valencienee, the wife of the ambassador. Their voices were delightful and their complex relationship kept the
plot bubbling along.
Patrick O'Brien was entertaining as the cuckolded ambassador, Baron Zeta. Tim Sheppard as his factotum
called on his experience to exploit to the full the comic potential of the part of Njegus.
Among the visitors to the embassy, Howard Brooks as the jealous husband and Tim Clarke and Colin Bellett
played their minor parts with effect.
The chorus sang tunefully and acted with energy, while the dancers provided provocative entertainment as the
Grisettes from Maxim's.
This was a vibrant performance of a well known musical comedy written in 1905, before the First World War
brought the fantasy world of the operettas to an end. Although the plot sometimes smacks of the pantomime, it
is still entertaining and the music has a lasting appeal.
James Bright
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This production, under the Direction of Cynthia Stead possessed all the elements of Ruritanian make believe,
colour, style and elegance, with well sung music, which are the hall marks of Viennese Operetta, and made a
memorable evening. . Scenery and lighting were excellent, and even on the small stage the acting area became a
space with the style and elegance to properly portray the locale. Costumes too were first rate making the whole
a visual treat. Space was at a premium for one or two of the dance numbers, though Act III opening and
Grisettes were fine. The chorus had only limited movement, and though not the 'in' thing these days it actually
worked very well, not only in terms of the style, but also the high quality of the chorus singing. I have not heard
better for a long time, for diction, control and quality of harmony. If there was an award for this aspect of
production, this chorus (and M.D.) would get it! Women! Women!..., and the Grisettes. numbers duly stopped
the show for encores. Nick Clough's Danilo dominated, as it should, though a little more colour and
flamboyance would have added spice to the character. As the Widow. Alison Brewer sang the part well, but
more dynamism and vivaciousness was needed to make the character fully effective. Put another way, there
needed to be more of an evident chemistry between Danilo and Anna, outside of the words and music. Among
the other principals, there were some very good performances, and voices, including Patrick O'Brian as a
worried but worldly innocent Zeta, Val Ditchman as a Valencienne who couldn't quite decide but settled for
being a highly respectable wife, David Holman as a Camille who didn't really know why it was all going wrong,
and a beautifully camp Njegus from Tim Sheppard. Minor principal support was first class. New M.D. Jerry
Martin made his mark with excellent chorus work, and a well controlled orchestra, which for the most part was
well in sympathy with the stage. This really was an excellent evening's entertainment, and one which I
thoroughly enjoyed, along with the 80% audience over the week's run.

John Warburton

